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N BIT ADDER AND THE CORRESPONDING 
ADDING METHOD 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a Section 371 National Stage applica 
tion of International application No. PCT/FR2006/002045, 
?led Sep. 6, 2006, and published as WO 2007/031622A1 on 
Mar. 22, 2007, not in English. 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 

The disclosure concerns adders and particularly adders of 
the Carry-Look-Ahead adder (CLA) type, or adders of the 
carry propagation type (“Ripple Carry Adder”). 

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Conventionally, in order to make an addition betWeen tWo 
binary numbers, a standard adder calculates each bit of the 
resulting sum from the bits of the same rank of each binary 
input number, and of a carry propagated by the addition of the 
bits of loWer rank. 

In other Words, these standard adders effect the sum of the 
tWo bits of the rank in question of the tWo binary input 
numbers, and then make a positive correction if necessary 
using the propagated carry. 

For example, the US. Pat. Nos. 6,175,852 and 5,636,156 
(IBM) present this type of adder. 
The US. Pat. No. 6,578,063 (IBM) also presents a standard 

adder but With ?ve input binary numbers. 
The US. Pat. No. 5,719,803 (HeWlett Packard Company) 

keeps the structure of a standard adder While affording an 
improvement based on Ling’s equations. 
One of the draWbacks of this type of adder concerns the 

testability of the logic gates of the adder. This is because, so as 
to check the behaviour of the gates, it is necessary to use a set 
of vector tests in order to detect any error in behaviour of the 
adder. In the case of these standard adders, the number of 
vectors in this set of tests may be extremely high. 

The article “On the Adders With Minimum Tests” by Seiji 
Kajihara and Tsutomu Sasao proposes to improve the test 
ability of these standard adders by modifying certain gates but 
Without changing the general structure of the adder. 

SUMMARY 

According to a ?rst aspect of the invention, an n-bit adder 
of ?rst and second binary numbers, comprising a ?rst calcu 
lation means With tWo n inputs for receiving the n values of 
bits of said ?rst and second binary numbers and an additional 
input for receiving an input carry. Said ?rst calculation means 
is able to produce, from each of the n pairs of values of bits of 
the same rank, a carry propagation signal. 

According to a general characteristic of this ?rst aspect of 
the invention, the ?rst calculation means is able also to pro 
duce n diagonal-generation signals, each diagonal-generation 
signal being produced from the value of the bit of rank k of the 
second number, k varying betWeen 0 and n— 1, and the value of 
the bit of rank k—1 of the ?rst number or of the input carry if 
said coe?icient of rank k—1 does not exist. The adder also 
comprises: 

an estimation means able to perform a ?rst estimation of 
each coe?icient of the number resulting from the sum of 
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2 
the ?rst and second numbers, taking the complementary 
of the value of the bit of corresponding rank of the ?rst 
number, 

a second calculation means connected to the ?rst calcula 
tion means and able to produce a set of correction signals 
from the propagation signals and diagonal-generation 
signals, 

a correction block comprising n outputs and able to apply, 
to each estimated bit value of rank k of said sum, k+1 
corrections by means of said correction signals, and to 
deliver as an output the n bits of the sum of the ?rst and 
second numbers. 

In other Words, after a ?rst estimation of the ?nal result, the 
adder performs n successive corrections that may be positive, 
negative or Zero. These corrections are made not only by 
means of the bits of the input numbers and input carry, but 
also by means of the bit of preceding rank of the ?rst binary 
number, by means of the diagonal-generation signals. 

The adder alloWs a novel implementation that has in par 
ticular the advantage of improving its testability compared 
With a standard adder. Indeed, simulations in Verilog lan 
guage demonstrated for example that 9 test vectors suf?ce for 
testing a 4-bit adder. 

According to one embodiment, the estimation means is 
able also to perform a ?rst estimation of a carry resulting from 
said sum of ?rst and second numbers, from the most signi? 
cant bit of the ?rst number. 

The second calculation means can also produce a set of 

supplementary signals for correcting said resultant, from the 
propagation signals and the diagonal-generation signals. 

The correction block may also comprise a supplementary 
output for delivering said resulting carry, and is able to apply, 
to the estimated bit value of the resulting carry, k+1 correc 
tions by means of said supplementary correction signals. 

Preferably, the diagonal generation signal of rank k is esti 
mated according to the folloWing expression: 

Where: 

qk is the diagonal-generation signal of rank k, 

bk is the bit of rank k of the second binary number. 

ak_l is the bit of rank k—1 of the ?rst binary number. 

Preferably, the p”’ correction signal of the bit of rank k, With 
p varying betWeen 0 and k, is determined according to the 
folloWing expression: 

n [kit] - qkip otherwise, 
[:1 

cf: 

Where: 

CkP is the p”’ correction signal of the bit of rank k of the 
resulting sum, 

ti is the carry propagation signal produced from the bits of 
rank i of the ?rst and second binary numbers, 

qk is the diagonal-generation signal of rank k. 
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Preferably, the bit of rank k of the resulting sum is deter 
mined according to the following expression: 

Where: 

sk is the bit of rank k of the resulting sum, 

ak is the bit of rank k of the ?rst binary number, 
C; is the ith correction signal of the bit of rank k of the 

resulting sum. 

According to one embodiment, the ?rst calculation means 
comprises n pairs of “EXCLUSIVE OR” and “EXCLUSIVE 
OR complement” gates such that, for the kth pair, the 
“EXCLUSIVE OR complement” gate is able to receive as an 
input the bit of rank k of the second binary number and bit of 
rank k-l of the ?rst binary number or the input carry is said bit 
of the ?rst binary number of rank k-l does not exist, and able 
to deliver as an output the corresponding diagonal-generation 
signal, and such that, for said kth pair, the “EXCLUSIVE OR” 
gate is able to receive the bits of rank k of the ?rst and second 
binary numbers and is able to deliver the carry propagation 
signal of corresponding rank. 

According to one embodiment, the second calculation 
means comprises, for producing each correction signal for the 
bit of rank k, k “AND” gates, the ith gate being able to produce 
a correction signal from the carry propagation and carry gen 
eration signals delivered as an input to said “AND” gates. 

According to one embodiment, the correction block com 
prises, for producing the bit of rank k of the resulting sum 
k+l, “EXCLUSIVE OR” gates connected in series, each gate 
being able to: 

receive the estimated bit of rank k or the bit of rank k 
delivered by the “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate connected 
upstream, and a correction signal, 

perform a correction to the signal received as an input from 
said correction signal received. 

Moreover, according to another aspect of the invention, 
there is proposed a system of adding j bits such that j is greater 
than 2, comprising j-l adders as described above and con 
nected in series, each adder being able to receive as an input 
a ?rst binary number and a second binary number corre 
sponding to the sum of tWo other binary numbers, Which is 
delivered by the adder connected upstream. 

According to another aspect of the invention, there is also 
proposed a system of adding j bits, such that j is greater than 
2, comprising a set of adders as described above connected in 
parallel, in Which said second calculation means of each 
adder: 

also comprises an output able to deliver a group propaga 
tion signal corresponding to the product of all the carry 
propagation signals, produced by said ?rst calculation 
means, 

is able to produce said set of supplementary correction 
signals for said resulting carry, from the propagation 
signals and the diagonal-generation signals, as Well as 
the complementary signal of the ?rst bit of the second 
input binary number. 

The system can also comprise at least one group propaga 
tion module connected to all the adders and able to receive 
said resulting carry and said group propagation signal pro 
duced by each adder and to produce ?rstly the input carry of 
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4 
an adder from the resulting carry and the group propagation 
signal of the previous adder, and secondly a neW resulting 
carry and a neW group propagation signal from the resulting 
carries and the group propagation signals of all the adders. 

According to one embodiment of this third aspect of the 
invention, the system comprises a ?rst set of propagation 
modules connected in parallel to the output of the adders, and 
another propagation module, connected to the output of said 
?rst set of propagation modules, able to receive the neW 
resulting carry and the neW group propagation signal of each 
propagation module of said ?rst set, and able to produce, from 
each neW resulting carry and each neW group propagation 
signal, a neW output carry and a neW output group propaga 
tion signal. 

According to another aspect of the invention, there is pro 
posed a method of adding ?rst and second n-bit binary num 
bers, comprising a phase of receiving the n values of bits of 
said ?rst and second binary numbers and of an input carry, and 
a ?rst calculation phase comprising the production, from each 
of the n pairs of values of bits of the same rank, of a carry 
propagation signal. 

According to a general characteristic of this other aspect of 
the invention, the ?rst calculation phase also comprises the 
production of n diagonal-generation signals, each diagonal 
generation signal being produced from the value of the bit of 
rank k of the second number, k varying betWeen 0 and n-l, 
and the value of the bit of rank k-l of the ?rst number or of the 
carry if said coe?icient of rank k-l does not exist. The 
method also comprises: 

a phase of estimating each coe?icient of the resulting num 
ber of the sum of the ?rst and second numbers, taking the 
complementary of the value of the bit of corresponding 
rank of the ?rst number, 

a second calculation phase comprising the production of a 
set of correction signals from the propagation signals 
and diagonal-generation signals, 

a correction phase comprising the application, to each esti 
mated bit value of rank k of said sum, of k+l corrections 
by means of said correction signals, and the delivery as 
an output of the n bits of the sum of the ?rst and second 
numbers. 

According to one embodiment, the estimation phase also 
comprises a ?rst estimation of a carry resulting from said sum 
of the ?rst and second number, from the most signi?cant bit of 
the ?rst number. 

The second calculation phase can also comprise the pro 
duction of a set of supplementary correction signals for said 
resulting carry, from the propagation signals and diagonal 
generation signals. 
The correction phase can also comprise the delivery of said 

resulting carry, and the application, to the estimated bit value 
of the resulting carry, k+l corrections using said supplemen 
tary correction signals. 

Preferably, the diagonal-generation signal of rank k is 
determined according to the folloWing expression: 

Where: 

qk is the diagonal-generation signal of rank k, 
bk is the bit of rank k of the second binary number. 

ak_l is the bit of rank k-l of the ?rst binary number. 
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Preferably, the p”’ correction signal of the bit of rank k, With 
p varying betWeen 0 and k, is determined according to the 
following expression: 

cf: 

where: 
C; is the p”’ correction signal for the bit of rank k of the 

resulting sum, 
ti is the carry propagation signal produced from the bits of 

rank i of the ?rst and second binary numbers, 
qk is the diagonal-generation signal of rank k. 
Preferably, the bit of rank k of the resulting sum is deter 

mined according to the folloWing expression: 

Where: 
sk is the bit of rank k of the resulting sum, 
ak is the bit of rank k of the ?rst binary number, 
C; is the i correction signal of the bit of rank k of the 

resulting sum. 
According to one embodiment, the ?rst calculation phase 

comprises n pairs of “EXCLUSIVE OR” and “EXCLUSIVE 
OR complement” operations such that, for the kth pair of 
operations, the “EXCLUSIVE OR complement” operation 
comprises the reception as an input of the bit of rank k of the 
second binary number and of the bit of rank k-l of the ?rst 
binary number or of the carry if said bit of rank k-l of the ?rst 
binary number does not exist, and comprises the delivery as 
an output of the corresponding diagonal-generation signal, 
and such that, for said k’h pair of operations, the “EXCLU 
SIVE OR” operation comprises the reception of the bits of 
rank k of the ?rst and second binary numbers and the delivery 
of the carry propagation signal of corresponding rank. 

According to one embodiment, the second calculation 
phase comprises, for the production of each correction signal 
of the bit of rank k, k “AND” operations, the ith operation 
comprising the production of the correction signal from the 
carry generation and carry propagation signals. 

According to one embodiment, the correction phase pref 
erably comprises, for producing the bit of rank k of the result 
ing sum, k+l, “EXCLUSIVE OR” operations in series, com 
prising the reception of the estimated bit of rank k or of the bit 
of rank k processed during the previous “EXCLUSIVE OR” 
operation of the correction phase, and a correction signal, 
each “EXCLUSIVE OR” operation comprising the correc 
tion of the signal received as an input, from said correction 
signal. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Other advantages and characteristics Will emerge from an 
examination of the detailed description of a method and in no 
Way limitative embodiments of the invention, and of the 
accompanying draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 depicts schematically a ?rst embodiment of an 
adder according to an embodiment of the invention, 
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6 
FIG. 2 depicts an embodiment of the method according to 

an embodiment of the invention, 
FIG. 3 depicts more precisely an embodiment of an adder 

according to an embodiment of the invention, 
FIG. 4 depicts a system comprising several adders accord 

ing to an embodiment of the invention, 
FIG. 5 depicts another system comprising several adders 

according to an embodiment of the invention, 
FIG. 6 depicts more precisely an adder included for 

example in the system shoWn in FIG. 5, 
FIG. 7 shoWs another system comprising several adders 

according to an embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 depicts an integrated circuit CI. The referenceADD 
represents an adder according to an embodiment of the inven 
tion. In comprises a ?rst calculation means MCI able to 
receive tWo binary numbers A and B such that: 

AIa -23+a -22+a -2+a 3 2 l O 

In this example, the ?rst binary numbers A and B comprise 
four bits but the example applies more generally to any n-bit 
binary number. In addition, in this example, A is considered to 
be the ?rst binary number and B to be the second binary 
number, but their role can of course be interchanged. 
The ?rst calculation means MC1 comprises here a ?rst 

input for the input carry Z1.” and four pairs of inputs for the four 
bits of the ?rst and second binary number, respectively a0 and 
b0, al and b1, a2 and b2 and a3 and b3. 
From these input bits, the ?rst calculation means MC1 

produces tWo types of signal: carry propagation signals tn and 
diagonal-generation signals q”. The carry propagation signals 
tn and the diagonal-generation signals q” can be expressed in 
the form: 

‘In = (bn éBanii) 

The diagonal-generation signals Were produced by the 
inventor by virtue in particular of a neW expression of the bits 
of the resulting sum of the ?rst and second input binary 
numbers of the adder and of the carry resulting from this same 
addition. 

This is because, starting from an expression of the resulting 
carry Zn and the bits of the sum s”: 

and signals generating a carry in n, g”, signals propagating 
or generating a carry in n, p” and signals propagating a carry 
in n Without generation tn, used by a standard adder, such that: 
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the inventor established that the carry produced from each 
rank is expressed according to the following formula: 

Where: 
q” is the diagonal-generation signal according to the for 

mula established above. 
This, for the tWo binary numbers A and B cited previously, 

there comes: 

Consequently, by substituting Zn in: 

SnIZnGBZnIQnGBbnGBZn 

there is obtained: 

and 

50 =10 691m 

This neW expression of the resulting carry at rank n, Z”, is 
obtained ?rst of all by expressing it as a function of the carry 
propagation signal t to rank n-l. As Zn:gnl+pn_l ~Z_n1, 14-1 3 

there then comes, according to the conventional combinato 
rial logic rules: 

ZnIanJ 'bnueawnuegbnulznu 

By expressing the generation signal of a carry gn_l to rank 
n-l as a function of the propagation signal of a carry tn_l to 
rank n-l Without generation, there comes: 

gnel:anelibnel 

gmfan?l?mij) 

gnifanuegania 

gnel:anel@mi(anel@bnel) 

gYFIIaYPIGBErrIIZYFI 
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8 
Consequently, by replacing the value of gn_l in the last 

expression of Zn above, there comes: 

Consequently, in the light of the above, by replacing Zn_ 1 by 
an_2€9tn_2~1 5n_2€9Zn_2), (obtained by recurrence) there 

comes: 

q” being de?ned by: qn:5n€§an_l and 
therefore qn-l by: qn_1:5n€§an_2: there comes: 

By replacing the term 2W1 by expressions obtained by 
recurrence, the formula of Zn mentioned above is obtained, 
The ?rst calculation block MC1 therefore delivers the carry 

propagation and diagonal-generation signals of rank 0 to 3, 
respectively qO and to, ql and t1, q2 and t2 and q3 and t3. 
The adder ADD also comprises an estimation means 

MEST that receives as an input the bits of the ?rst binary 
number A, that is to say a0, a1, a2 and a3. 
From these various inputs, the estimation means MEST 

estimates the bits of the sum s” of the tWo binary numbers A 
and B. 

In other Words, the bits s” of the of the sum S of the numbers 
A and B Will ?rstly be estimated as being equal to the comple 
mentary of the bits of the ?rst binary number A, that is to say 
m and @ 

Moreover, the adder ADD comprises a second calculation 
means MC2 connected to the ?rst calculation means MC1. 

The ?rst calculation means MC1 then delivers the various 
carry propagation and diagonal-generation signals qO, to, . . . 
q3, t3 to the second calculation means MC2. 
From these various input signals, the second calculation 

means MC2 produces correction signals that are applied to 
the various estimations of the bits of the resulting sum of A 
and B delivered by the estimation means MEST. 
The various correction signals C00, C10, C11, C20, . . . C22, 

C30, . . . C33 are calculated from the folloWing formula: 

The second calculation means MC2 delivers the correction 
signals to various correction means, mcorr1, . . . mcorr14. 

The correction signal CO0 is applied to the ?rst estimation 
of the ?rst bit of the sum s00, that is to say a—o. This correction 
makes it possible to obtain the de?nitive bit of rank 0 of the 
sum S, that is to say so. 
The ?rst estimation s1O of the second bit of the sum s1, is 

corrected on the ?rst occasion by means of the block mcorr2, 
Which receives the correction signal C10. The correction 
block mcorr2 then delivers a second estimation s1l of the bit 
s 1 of the sum of the numbers A and B. This second estimation 
s11 is delivered to the correction block mcorr3, Which also 
receives the correction signal C11. The correction block 
mcorr3 then delivers the bit sl of the sum S. 
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Likewise, the ?rst estimation s2O of the third bit s2 of the 
sum S is corrected successively by the correction blocks 
mcorr4, mcorr5 and mcorr6, Which receive respectively the 
correction signals C20, C21 and C22. 

Likewise, the third estimation s3O of the fourth bit s3 of the 
sum S is corrected successively by the four correction blocks 
mcorr7, mcorr8, mcorr9 and mcorr10, Which receive respec 
tively the correction signals C30, C31, C32 and C33 . 

The adder ADD comprises an additional output for deliv 
ering a carry Z4 corresponding to the carry of the sum of the 
tWo numbers A and B. 

This supplementary output may not exist, for example in 
the case of an adderused for carrying out a circular addressing 
on 16 values, used in particular in digital ?ltering of a signal 
for addressing the 16 coef?cients of the ?lter or for calculat 
ing the fast Fourrier transformation. 

Just as for the various coef?cients sO . . . s3 of the sum S, the 

resulting carry Z4 is estimated by the estimation means MEST. 
At the end of the ?rst estimation, the carry Z40 is equal to the 
most signi?cant bit of the ?rst binary number, that is to say a3. 

This ?rst estimation is corrected by means of four correc 
tion blocks mcorr11, mcorr12, mcorr13 and mcorr14, Which 
received respectively the correction signals C40, . . . , C43. 

These correction signals are delivered by the second cal 
culation means MC2 and are produced from the folloWing 
formula: 

C4OIZI3'3‘I31 C4l:l3l2q21 C4ZIZ3'Z2'Z1'q1, 
c4 :l3'l2'l1'l0'q0 

Finally, the bits of the sum S and the resulting carry Z4 are 
obtained by the formulae: 

and 

Reference is noW made to FIG. 2, Which illustrates an 
example of a method used by an adder according to an 
embodiment of the invention. 

During a ?rst step 10, the adder receives the bits of the tWo 
numbers to be added, respectivelyA and B, and an input carry 
Zin. 

During step 11, a ?rst estimation of the resulting sum S of 
the binary numbers A and B is made from the bits of the ?rst 
binary number A. 

During a step 12, the carry propagation signals and diago 
nal-generation signals, respectively to, . . . , t3 and qo, . . . (13, 

are produced from the bits of the input binary numbers A and 
B. 

During a step 13, various correction signals Cnk are pro 
duced from the carry propagation and diagonal-generation 
signals. 

During a step 14, these various correction signals are 
applied to the ?rst estimations of the bits of the sum S and of 
the resulting carry so as to obtain the bits s0, s1, s2 and s3 of the 
sum and the resulting carry Z4. 
A ?rst example of this method is given in the folloWing 

table With A:0101 as the ?rst binary number (line 1 of the 
table), B:001 1 as the second binary number (line 2) and ZMIO 
as the input carry. 
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10 

Index 11 3 2 1 0 Z,-,, 

A 0 1 0 1 0 
B 0 0 1 1 

tn = an 69 b" 0 1 1 0 
q" = bn?§anil 0 1 1 0 
s,,0 = Z 1 0 1 0 
c"0 = q" 0 1 1 0 
Snl = 0,10 69 5,10 1 1 0 0 
cnl=tnil ‘11,111 1 1 0 
sf = c"1 69 s,,1 0 0 0 0 
C712 = 1P1 ‘1W2 ' ‘1W2 1 0 
sf = cf 69 sf 1 0 0 0 
C713 = 1P1 ‘1W2 ' 1W3 ‘1W3 0 
s = cf 69 sf 1 0 0 0 

During a ?rst step, the signals tn and q” as de?ned above are 
calculated. Then tn:01 10 (line 3) and qn:0110 (line 4).A ?rst 
estimation of each bit of the resulting sum (line 5) is next 
made and then the ?rst correction signals to be applied to each 
estimated bit value are calculated (line 6). 
Then a second estimation of the bits of the sum is derived 

therefrom, that is to say s01, s11, s21 and s31 (line 7). 
The second correction signals of the second estimated val 

ues of the bits of the resulting sum are calculated (line 8). 
The bits of the resulting sum are corrected a second time so 

as to obtain s32 and s22 (line 9). 
The correction signals to be applied to the estimated bits s32 

and s22 are calculated according to the formula set out in the 
table (line 10), and the estimated bit s33 (line 11) is derived 
therefrom. 

Finally, the last correction signal is calculated according to 
the formula set out in the table so as to obtain the ?nal sum S, 
Which is here equal to 1000 (line 12). 
The initial expression of the sum being 1010 and the ?nal 

expression being 1000, the corrections have in this example 
had a negative effect. Moreover, the emerging carry is Zero. 
This is because With: 

C4O:l3'q3:0> C4l:l3'l2'q2:0> c42:l3'l2'l1 ‘111:0, 
c43:l3'l2'l1'l0'q0:0 

The folloWing table illustrates another example With 
A:1110 as the ?rst binary number (line 1 in the folloWing 
table), B:0101 as the second binary number (line 2) and Zin:1 
as the incoming carry. 

Index 11 3 2 1 0 Zl-n 

A 1 1 1 0 1 
B 0 1 0 1 
t,, = an 69 b" 1 0 1 1 

0 1 1 1 

5,10 = Z 0 0 0 1 
c"0 = q" 0 1 1 1 

sf = c"1 69 Snl 0 0 0 0 

sf = cf 69 s" 0 1 0 0 

s = cf 69 sf 0 1 0 0 

The initial estimation of the sum is here 0001 and the ?nal 
expression is 0100. The corrections therefore had a positive 
effect. The emerging carry is here: 
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Reference is noW made to FIG. 3, Which illustrates an 
embodiment of the various modules of the adder according to 
the invention for implementing the method according to an 
embodiment of the invention. 

In this example, the ?rst calculation means MC1 comprises 
four pairs of “EXCLUSIVE OR” and “EXCLUSIVE OR 
complement” gates respectively NXOR1 and XOR1, 
NXOR2 and XOR2, NXOR3 and XOR3, NXOR4 and 
XOR4. 

The ?rst “EXCLUSIVE OR complement” gate NXOR1 
receives as an input the input carry Zl-n and the ?rst bit b0 of the 
second input binary number B, and delivers as an output the 
diagonal-generation signal qo, produced according to the for 
mula de?ned above. 

The logic gate XOR1 receives as an input the ?rst bit bO of 
the second binary number B and the ?rst bit aO of the ?rst 
binary numberA. The logic gate XOR1 delivers as an output 
the carry propagation signal to, produced according to the 
formula de?ned above. 

LikeWise the logic gate NXOR2 receives as an input the 
?rst bit aO of the ?rst binary numberA and the second bit b 1 of 
the second binary number B, and delivers as an output the 
diagonal-generation signal ql. 

The gate XOR2 receives as an input the second bit b l of the 
second binary number B and the second bit al of the ?rst 
binary number A, and delivers as an output the carry propa 
gation signal t1. 

The logic gate NXOR3 receives as an input the second bit 
al of the ?rst binary number A and the third bit b2 of the 
second input binary number, and delivers as an output the 
diagonal-generation signal q2. 

The logic gate XOR3 receives as an input the third bit b2 of 
the second input binary number B and the third bit a2 of the 
?rst binary number A, and delivers as an output the carry 
propagation signal t2. 

The logic gate NXOR4 receives as an input the third bit a2 
of the ?rst binary numberA and the fourth bit b3 of the second 
binary number B. 

The logic gate XOR4 receives as an input the last bit b3 of 
the second binary number B and the last bit a3 of the ?rst 
binary number A, and delivers as an output the carry propa 
gation signal t3. All the outputs of the gates NXOR1, 
XOR1, . . . ,NXOR4, XOR4 are connected to the input of the 
second calculation means MC2. 
From the signals delivered by the ?rst calculation means 

MC1, the second calculation means MC2 produces the vari 
ous correction signals. 

Given that the correction signal CO0 is equal to the diago 
nal-generation signal qO, this is directly delivered at the output 
of the second calculation means MC2 to the correction means 
mcorrl. 

LikeWise, given that the correction signal C10 is equal to the 
signal ql, this is directly delivered at the output of the second 
calculation means MC2 to the correction means mcorr2. 

In order to produce the correction signal C11, the second 
calculation means MC2 comprises a logic “AND” gate 
AND1, Which receives the signals qO and t0 as an input and 
delivers Cll as an output. 

The signal q2 is directly delivered at the output of the 
second calculation means MC2 to the correction means 

mcorr4, given that the signal c2O is equal to the signal q2. 
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To produce the correction signal cf, the second calculation 

means MC2 comprises a logic “AND” gate AND2, Which 
receives the signals t 1 and q1 as an input and delivers the signal 
C21. LikeWise, to produce the signal C22, the second calcula 
tion means MC2 comprises a logic “AND” gate AND3, Which 
receives the signals t1, t0 and q0 as an input and delivers the 
signal C22. 
To produce the correction signal C30, the second calcula 

tion means delivers the signal q3 directly as an output to the 
correction means mcorr7. 
As for the preceding corrections signals, the correction 

signal C31 is produced by means of a logic “AND” gate 
AND4, Which receives the signal t2 and the signal q2 as an 
input. The correction signal C32 is produced by means of a 
logic “AND” gate AND5, Which receives the signals t2, t 1 and 
q1 as an input. The correction signal C33 is produced by means 
of a logic “AND” gateAND6, Which receives the signals t2, t1, 
t0 and q0 as an input. 

To produce the correction signals for the resulting carry Z4, 
the second calculation means MC2 comprises four logic 
“AND” gates AND7, AND8, AND9, AND10. The logic 
“AND” gate AND7 receives at the signals t3 and q3 as an input 
and delivers the signal c4O as an output. The second logic gate 
AND8 receives the signals t3, t2 and q2 as an input and delivers 
the correction signal C4l as an output. 
The third logic gate AND9 receives the signals t3, t2, t1 and 

q1 as an input and delivers the correction signal C42 as an 
output. 
The last logic gate AND10 receives the signals t3, t2 t 1 and 

q0 as an input and delivers the correction signal C43 as an 
output. 
The estimation means MEST can be implemented by 

means of four sWitches respectively INVO, INV1, INV2 and 
INV3, Which receive respectively as an input the bits a0, a1, a2 
and a3 and deliver as an output the signals a0, a1, a2 and a3 to 
the correction means. In addition, the estimation means 
MEST delivers directly as an output the most signi?cant bit a3 
of the ?rst binary numberA, for producing the resulting carry 
Z4. 

All the connection means mcorrl, . . . mcorr14 are imple 

mented by means of “EXCLUSIVE OR” gates. 
The “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate implementing the correction 

means mcorrl receives as an input the ?rst estimation so of the 
?rst bit of the sum S and the correction signal CO0, and 
delivers as an output the bit so. 
The “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate mcorr2 receives as an input 

the ?rst estimation S l of the second bit of the sum S and the 
correction signal Cl0 and delivers as an output an intermedi 
ate signal S1l corresponding to a second estimation S l 1 of the 
second bit of the sum S. The “EXCLUSIVE OR” logic gate 
mcorr3 receives as an input the signal S11 and the correction 
signal Cl1 and delivers as an output the second bit s 1 of the 
sum S. 

The “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate mcorr4 receives as an input 
the ?rst estimation S20 of the third bit of the sum S and the 
correction signal C20 and delivers the signal s2l as an output. 
The “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate mcorr5 receives as an input this 
signal s21 and the correction signal C21, and delivers the signal 
s22 as an output. The “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate mcorr6 
receives as an input the signal s22 and the correction signal 
C22 and delivers the third bit s2 as an output. 

Likewise, the “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate mcorr7 receives as 
an input the ?rst estimation S30 of the third bit of the sum S 
and the correction signal C30 and delivers the signal s3l as an 
output. The “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate mcorr8 receives as an 
input this signal s3 1 and the correction signal C3 1 and delivers 
the correction signal s32 as an output to an “EXCLUSIVE 
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OR” gate constituting the correction means mcorr9. In addi 
tion, the “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate mcorr9 receives the cor 
rection signal c32 as an input and delivers the signal S33 as an 
output. The “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate mcorr10 receives as an 
input the signal s33 and the correction signal C33 and delivers 
as an output the last bit S2 of the sum S. 

Likewise, for producing the resulting carry Z4, the correc 
tion means mcorr11 is implemented by an “EXCLUSIVE 
OR” gate that receives as an input the ?rst estimation Z40 of 
the carry Z4 and the correction signal c40 and delivers the 
signal Z4l as an output. The correction means mcorr12 com 
prises an “EXCLUSIVE OR” logic gate that receives as an 
input the signal Z41 and the correction signal C41 and delivers 
the signal Z42 as an output to the correction means mcorr13. 
The means mcorr13 comprises an “EXCLUSIVE OR” logic 
gate that also receives the correction signal C42 as an input 
and delivers the signal Z43 as an output intended for the 
“EXCLUSIVE OR” logic gate implementing the connection 
means mcorr14. The means mcorr14 also receives the correc 

tion signal c43 as an input and delivers the resulting carry Z3_O 
as an output. 

Reference is noW made to FIG. 4, Which illustrates an 
integrated circuit comprising a system for making an addition 
With three binary numbers A, B and C. 

The system SYS comprises a ?rst adder ADD1 and a sec 
ond adder ADD2. The ?rst adder ADD1 receives as an input 
the ?rst and second binary numbers respectively A and B and 
produces a sum A+B as an output. 

The second adder ADD2 receives as an input the interme 
diate sum A+B as Well as the third binary number C and 
produces a sum S corresponding to the sum of the three input 
binary numbers A, B and C. 

For each additional binary number to be added, the system 
SYS comprises an additional adder. 

Reference is noW made to FIG. 5, Which shoWs an adder on 
several levels or more precisely a 16-bit adder With group 
carry propagation. 

This type of adder, produced conventionally, is Well knoWn 
to persons skilled in the art. 

The 16-bit adder SYS comprises four addersA1,A2,A3 and 
A4 as described previously. More precisely, the adder A1 is 
shoWn in FIG. 6. 
The second calculation means MC2 of the adder A1 com 

prises, in addition to the adder shoWn in FIG. 1, an additional 
output able to deliver a group propagation signal t3_o. For this, 
the second calculation means MC2 comprises in this example 
an additional logic gate, here a logic “and” gate AND11, 
Which receives as an input the signals t0, t1, t2, and t3. 

The logic gate AND1 0 has then been modi?ed and receives 
as an input the signals t3, t2, t1, t0 as Well as the complementary 
of the ?rst bit bO of the second input number B. 

The bit bO is delivered by the ?rst calculation means MC1, 
Which for this embodiment comprises a sWitch INV4 that 
receives as an input the ?rst bit bO of the second binary number 
B and delivers its complementary bO as an output. 

Reference is made once again to FIG. 5. The ?rst adder A1 
receives as an input the signals b0, a0, . . . , b3, a3 and the input 
carry Zin, and delivers as an output the ?rst four bits of the 
resulting sum so, . . . s3, the resulting carry Z4 as de?ned in 

FIG. 6, and the group propagation T3_O in the case of the adder 
A1. These signals are delivered to a group propagation mod 
ule MPG, Which receives as an input the resulting carry Z3_O 
from the ?rst adderAl, the group propagation signal T3_O and 
the input carry Zin. The group propagation module MPG 
produces a neW carry Z4 de?ned by: Z4:Z3_O@T3_O'Zin. 
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LikeWise, the adders A2, A3 andA4 receive respectively the 

input signals b4, a4, . . .b7, a7 and b8, a8, . . .bll, all and bl2, 
al2, . . . ,b15,a15,as Well as the resulting carries Z4, Z8 and Zl2 
produced by the propagation module MPG. 
The adder A2 delivers as an output the bits s4, . . . s7 of the 

sum S, the adderA3 delivers the output bits s8, . . . , s 1 1 and the 

adder A4 delivers the bits of the sum s12, . . 

The module MPG generates a resulting carry Z 1 6 such that: 

as Well as a group propagation signal Zg such that: 

ZGIZISAIZGBTISAIZIZIIASGBTISAIZITI17877469115712 
T117s'T774'Z370 

and a group propagation signal tG calculated according to 
the folloWing expression: 

The signals ZG and TG correspond respectively to the gen 
eration and group propagation signals of all the adders 
A1, . . . ,A4. 

FIG. 7 also depicts an adder With propagation of the carry 
by group receiving 64 bits as an input. This type of adder, Well 
knoWn to persons skilled in the art, can be used With the 
adders as described in FIG. 6 as Well as tWo levels of group 
propagation modules. 
The system SYS comprises a ?rst level consisting of four 

group propagation modules MPG1, MPG2, MPG3 and 
MPG4. Each group propagation module is connected to four 
adders, respectively A1, . . . ,A4 andA5, . . . ,AS and A9, . . . 

Al2 andAl3, . . . ,A16. 
The second group propagation module level comprises a 

module MPG5 that receives as an input the output signals 
delivered by each group propagation module of the ?rst level. 
The adder as described above can be used in place of a 

conventional 64-bit adder, With group carry propagation in all 
con?gurations. 
The present disclosure proposes a completely different 

implementation of an n-bit adder, able to be used in place of 
the standard adders in any con?guration. 
An aspect of the disclosure proposes an adder for reducing 

the number of vectors in the set of tests used to check the 
functioning of the logic gates that it comprises. 

Although the present disclosure has been described With 
reference to one or more examples, Workers skilled in the art 
Will recogniZe that changes may be made in form and detail 
Without departing from the scope of the disclosure and/ or the 
appended claims. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. An n-bit adder of a ?rst and second binary number, 

comprising: 
a ?rst calculation means With 2n inputs for receiving the n 

values of bits of said ?rst and secondbinary numbers and 
an additional input for receiving an input carry (Zin), said 
?rst calculation means being able to produce, from each 
of the n pairs of bit values of the same rank, a carry 
propagation signal (tn), Wherein the ?rst calculation 
means is able furthermore to produce n diagonal-gen 
eration signals (qn), each diagonal-generation signal 
being produced from the value of the bit of rank k of the 
second number, k varying betWeen 0 and n-1, and the 
value of the bit of rank k-l of the ?rst number or of the 
input carry if said coe?icient of rank k-l does not exist, 

an estimation means able to perform a ?rst estimation of 
each coef?cient of the number resulting from the sum of 
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the ?rst and second numbers, taking the complementary 
of the value of the bit of corresponding rank of the ?rst 
number, 

a second calculation means connected to the ?rst calcula 
tion means and able to produce a set of correction signals 
from the propagation signals and diagonal-generation 
signals, and 

a correction block comprising n outputs and able to apply, 
to each estimated bit value of rank k of said sum, k+1 
corrections by means of said correction signals, and to 
deliver as an output the n bits of the sum of the ?rst and 
second numbers. 

2. Adder according to claim 1, in Which the estimation 
means is furthermore able to perform a ?rst estimation of a 
resulting carry (Z4) of said sum of the ?rst and second num 
bers, from the most signi?cant bit of the ?rst number, 

in Which the second calculation means is furthermore able 
to produce a set of supplementary signals correcting said 
resulting carry, from the propagation signals and diago 
nal-generation signals, and 

in Which the correction block furthermore comprises an 
additional output for delivering said resulting carry, and 
is able to apply, to the estimated bit value of the resulting 
carry, k+1 corrections by means of said supplementary 
correction signals. 

3. Adder according to claim 1, in Which the diagonal gen 
eration signal (qn) of rank k is determined according to the 
folloWing expression: 

qkIEZkEEakJII 

Where: 
qk is the diagonal-generation signal of rank k, 
b k is the bit of rank k of the second binary number, 
ak_l is the bit of rank k-l of the ?rst binary number. 

4. Adder according to claim 1, in Which the p”’ correction 
signal of the bit of rank k, With p varying betWeen 0 and k, is 
determined according to the folloWing expression: 

Ci’ = qk if P = 0 

P 

Cf : nlk?l-qkip otherwise, 
[:1 

where: 
C; is the p”’ correction signal of the bit of rank k of the 

resulting sum, 
ti is the carry propagation signal produced from the bits 

of rank i of the ?rst and second binary numbers, 
qk is the diagonal-generation signal of rank k. 

5. Adder according to claim 1, in Which the bit of rank k of 
the resulting sum is determined according to the folloWing 
expression: 

Where: 
sk is the bit of rank k of the resulting sum, 
ak is the bit of rank k of the ?rst binary number, 
C; is the ith correction signal of the bit of rank k of the 

resulting sum. 
6. Adder according to claim 1, in Which the ?rst calculation 

means comprises n pairs of “EXCLUSIVE OR” gates and 
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“EXCLUSIVE OR complement” gates such that, for the kth 
pair, the “EXCLUSIVE OR complement” gate is able to 
receive as an input the bit of rank k of the second binary 
number and the bit of rank k-l of the ?rst binary number or 
the input carry if said bit of the ?rst binary number of rank k-l 
does not exist, and able to deliver the corresponding diagonal 
generation signal as an output, and such that, for said k’h pair, 
the “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate is able to receive the bits of rank 
k of the ?rst and second binary numbers and is able to deliver 
the carry propagation signal of corresponding rank. 

7. Adder according to claim 1, in Which the second calcu 
lation means comprises, for producing each correction signal 
of the bit of rank k, k “AND” gates, the ith gate being able to 
produce a correction signal from the carry propagation and 
carry generation signals delivered as an input to said “AND” 
gates. 

8. Adder according to claim 1, in Which the correction 
block comprises, for producing the bit of rank k of the result 
ing sum, k+1 “EXCLUSIVE OR” gates connected in series, 
each gate being able to: 

receive the estimated bit of rank k or the bit of rank k 
delivered by the “EXCLUSIVE OR” gate connected 
upstream, and a correction signal, 

perform a correction to the signal received as an input from 
said correction signal received. 

9. System for adding j bits, such that j is greater than 2, 
comprising j-l adders according to claim 1 and connected in 
series, each adder being able to receive as an input a ?rst 
binary number and a second binary number corresponding to 
the sum of tWo other binary numbers, Which is delivered by 
the adder connected upstream in the series. 

10. System for adding j bits, such that j is greater than 2, 
comprising a set of adders according to claim 1 connected in 
parallel, in Which said second calculation means of each 
adder: 

furthermore comprises an output able to deliver a group 
propagation signal (tn) corresponding to the product of 
all the carry propagation signals (qn), produced by said 
?rst calculation means, 

is able to produce said set of supplementary signals for 
correcting said resulting carry, from the propagation 
signals (tn) and the diagonal-generation signals (qn), as 
Well as the complementary signal of the ?rst bit of the 
second input binary number, 

the system furthermore comprising at least one group 
propagation module connected to all the adders and able 
to receive said resulting carry and said group propaga 
tion signal (tn) produced by each adder and to produce 
?rstly the input carry of an adder from the resulting carry 
and the group propagation signal of the previous adder, 
and secondly a neW resulting carry and a neW group 
propagation signal from the resulting carries and group 
propagation signals of all the adders. 

11. System according to claim 10, comprising a ?rst set of 
propagation modules connected in parallel to the outlet of the 
adders, and another propagation module connected to the 
output of the said ?rst set of propagation modules, able to 
receive the neW resulting carry and the neW group propaga 
tion signal of each propagation module of said ?rst set, and 
able to produce, from each neW resulting carry and each neW 
group propagation signal, a neW output carry and a neW 
output group propagation signal. 

12. Method of adding a ?rst and second n-bit binary num 
ber, comprising: 

a phase of receiving n bit values of the said ?rst and second 
binary numbers and an input carry (Zin) by a circuit, 
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a ?rst calculation phase comprising production, by the 
circuit, from each of the n pairs of values of bits of the 
same rank, of a carry propagation signal (tn), Wherein the 
?rst calculation phase furthermore comprises the pro 
duction of n diagonal-generation signals (qn), each 
diagonal generation signal (qn) being produced from the 
value of the bit of rank k of the second number, k varying 
betWeen 0 and n-1, and the value of the bit of rank k-l 
of the ?rst number or of the carry if said coe?icient of 
rank k-l does not exist, 

a phase of estimating each coe?icient of the number result 
ing from the sum of the ?rst and second numbers, taking 
the complementary of the value of the bit of correspond 
ing rank of the ?rst number, 

a second calculation phase comprising production of a set 
of correction signals from the propagation signals and 
diagonal-generation signals, and 

a correction phase comprising application, to each esti 
mated bit value of rank k of said sum, of k+1 corrections 
using said correction signals, and delivery as an output 
of the n bits of the sum of the ?rst and second numbers. 

13. Method according to claim 12, in Which the estimation 
phase furthermore comprises a ?rst estimation of a resulting 
carry (Z4) of said sum of the ?rst and second numbers, from 
the last bit of the ?rst number, 

in Which the second calculation phase furthermore com 
prises production of set of supplementary signals for 
correction of said resulting carry, from the propagation 
signals (tn) and diagonal-generation signals (qn), and 

in Which the correction phase furthermore comprises deliv 
ery of the said resulting carry, and application, to the 
estimated bit value of the resulting carry, of k+l correc 
tions using said supplementary correction signals. 

14. Method according to claim 12, in Which the diagonal 
generation signal of rank k (qk) is determined according to the 
folloWing expression: 

Where: 
qk is the diagonal-generation signal of rank k, 
b k is the bit of rank k of the second binary number, 
ak_l is the bit of rank k-l of the ?rst binary number. 

15. Method according to claim 12, in Which the p”’ correc 
tion signal of the bit of rank k, With p varying betWeen 0 and 
k, is determined according to the folloWing expression: 

n [k it] whip otherwise, 
[:1 

cf: 
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where: 
C; is the p”’ correction signal of the bit of rank k of the 

resulting sum, 
ti is the carry propagation signal produced from the bits 

of rank i of the ?rst and second binary numbers, 
qk is the diagonal-generation signal of rank k. 

16. Method according to claim 12, in Which the bit of rank 
k of the resulting sum is determined according to the folloW 
ing expression: 
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Where: 
sk is the bit of rank k of the resulting sum, 
ak is the bit of rank k of the ?rst binary number, 
C; is the ith correction signal of the bit of rank k of the 

resulting sum. 
17. Method according to claim 12, in Which the ?rst cal 

culation phase comprises n pairs of “EXCLUSIVE OR” and 
“EXCLUSIVE OR complement” operations such that, for the 
kth pair of operations, the “EXCLUSIVE OR complement” 
operation comprises reception as an input of the bit of rank k 
of the second binary number and of the bit of rank k-l of the 
?rst binary number or of the carry if said bit of rank k-l of the 
?rst binary number does not exist, and comprises delivery as 
an output of the corresponding diagonal-generation signal, 
and such that, for said k’h pair of operations, the “EXCLU 
SIVE OR” operation comprises reception of the bits of rank k 
of the ?rst and second binary numbers and delivery of the 
carry propagation signal of corresponding rank. 

18. Method according to claim 12, in Which the second 
calculation phase comprises, for producing each correction 
signal of the bit of rank k, k “AND” operations, the ith opera 
tion comprising production of a correction signal from the 
carry propagation and carry generation signals. 

19. Method according to claim 12, in Which the correction 
phase comprises, for production of the bit of rank k of the 
resulting sum, k+1 “EXCLUSIVE OR” operations in series, 
comprising reception of the estimated bit of rank k or of the 
bit of rank k processed during the preceding “EXCLUSIVE 
OR” operation of the correction phase, and a correction sig 
nal, each “EXCLUSIVE OR” operation comprising correc 
tion of the signal received as an input, from said correction 
signal. 


